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Abstract
The normalized totally positive bases are widely used in many fields. Based
on the generalized Vandermonde determinant, the normalized total positivity
of a kind of generalized toric-Bernstein basis is proved, which is defined on
a set of real points. By this result, the progressive iterative approximation
property of the generalized toric-Be´zier curve is obtained.
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1. Introduction
Total positivity (TP) is an important and powerful concept which often
occurs in many subjects, such as statistics [1, 2], mathematical biology [3],
combinatorics[4, 5], dynamics [6], approximation theory [7, 8], operator the-
ory [9], and geometry [10]. In addition, we often see TP in the areas of
graph theory, algebraic geometry, stochastic process, game theory, matroid,
differential equation and representation theory. In the matrix theory, the
mathematician who first considered the TP matrix was I. J. Schoenberg [11],
and his initial research interest was the number of real roots of polynomi-
als, which pushed him to study the variation diminishing transformation, PF
sequence, kernel and spline function. The TP matrix is a matrix whose all
minors are non-negative [12]. Using the concept of TP matrix, the normal-
ized totally positive (NTP) basis is defined. The NTP basis is a set of basis
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functions defined on the parameter domain Ξ, which satisfies the properties
of non-negative and partition of the unit, meanwhile every collocation matrix
of this basis on arbitrary increasing real sequence is a TP matrix [13, 14].
When they are applied in computer aided geometric design (CAGD), many
shape preserving properties are obtained, such as convexity preserving prop-
erty and variation diminishing property [8, 15]. Lin et. al proved that the
curves and surfaces generated by NTP basis have the property of progressive
iterative approximation (PIA) [16], which has important applications in off-
set curve fitting and approximation [17] and have been researched for many
times.
In 2010, Lin [18] proposed local PIA method with corresponding iterative
format and then proved the convergence. Local PIA has the great flexibility
since we can selectively insert data points. A weighted PIA for NTP bases
was introduced by Lu [19] in 2010, meanwhile accelerate the convergence of
PIA and gave out the optimal weight. PIA can be applied to part of non-
NTP bases by two kinds of generalized PIA proposed by Chen and Wang et.
al [20] in 2012. In 2018, Zhang et al. [23] studied the geometric iterative
method of generalized B-spline curves/surfaces with different weights, and
illustrated the flexibility of the method in three aspects. Lin [21] and Lin et
al. [22] summarized the geometric iterative methods and their applications.
In 2002, Krasauskas [24] proposed a new method for polygonal surface
modeling based on toric ideals and toric varieties defined by a given set of
integer lattice points, in which basis is called toric-Bernstein (or toric-Be´zier)
basis. When the lattice is restricted to one-dimensional integer points, toric-
Bernstein basis degenerates into one-dimensional toric-Bernstein basis, which
is the classical Bernstein basis in fact. In 2015, Postinghel et. al [25] proposed
a class of irrational toric varieties, inspired by which Li et. al [26, 27] defined
a kind of generalized toric-Bernstein basis (GT-Bernstein basis) using a set of
real points, and then applied it in the design of curve/surface which is called
generalized toric-Be´zier curve/surface (GT-Be´zier curve/surface). The main
purpose of this paper is to prove that rational GT-Bernstein basis is NTP
basis.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
definition of GT-Bernstein basis, rational GT-Bernstein basis, and the defi-
nition of TP matrix and TP basis. In Section 3, we prove the TP property of
rational GT-Bernstein basis based on the result of the generalized Vander-
monde determinant. Then, in Section 4 we briefly introduce the progressive
iterative approximation property of GT-Be´zier curve and give some exam-
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ples. At last, we conclude the paper and propose the work in the future in
Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Generalized toric-Bernstein basis
Toric geometry is mainly a theoretical study on toric varieties, toric ideals
and related issues developed gradually from the 1970s, and becomes a hot
topic of algebraic geometry [28, 29]. In 2002, Krasauskas [24] proposed a
kind of polygonal surface called toric surface, whose essence is the projection
of toric varieties from high-dimensional projective space to low-dimensional
affine space [28, 29]. The basis for toric surface construction is defined on a
set of integer lattice points and called toric-Bernstein (or toric-Be´zier) basis.
When the lattice is restricted to one-dimensional, the basis degenerates into
one-dimensional toric-Bernstein basis, which is the classical Bernstein basis
after the parameterization.
Definition 1 ([24]). Let Q = {a0, · · · , an} ⊂ Z be a set of finitely integer
points, where a0 < a1 < · · · < an−1 < an. For i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n}, we define a
basis function corresponding to the point ai of Q:
βai(t) = caih0(t)
h0(ai)h1(t)
h1(ai), t ∈ [a0, an],
where coefficient cai > 0 and
h0(t) = t− a0, h1(t) = an − t.
The set of functions {βai(t)} is called toric-Bernstein basis, and we can
see that every basis function satisfies βai(t) > 0, t ∈ [a0, an].
Remark 1. If we set ai = i (i = 0, 1, · · · , n), then
βai(t) = βi(t) = cit
i(n− t)n−i, i = 0, 1, · · · , n.
Let t = nx and ci =
1
nn
(
n
i
)
, then we have
βi(t) = cit
i(n− t)n−i = cin
nxi(1− x)n−i =
(
n
i
)
xi(1− x)n−i = Bni (x)
for i = 0, 1, · · · , n. It can be seen that the toric-Bernstein basis is the gen-
eralization of Bernstein basis. And then the NTP property of the basis is
determined by that of Bernstein basis directly.
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In 2015, Postinghel et. al proposed a class of irrational toric varieties,
which is defined by a set of finitely real points. Inspired by their work, Li
et. al [26, 27] defined a kind of GT-Bernstein basis using a set of real points
and then applied it in the curve and surface design.
Definition 2 ([26, 27]). Let S = {a0, · · · , an} ⊂ R be a finite set, where
a0 6 a1 6 · · · 6 an−1 6 an, and a0 < an. For any point ai in the set S,
define the function:
βai(t) = caih0(t)
h0(ai)h1(t)
h1(ai), t ∈ [a0, an],
where the coefficient cai > 0, and
h0(t) = l0(t− a0), h1(t) = l1(an − t), l0 > 0, l1 > 0.
The set of functions {βai(t)} is called GT-Bernstein basis. And the func-
tion satisfies βai(t) > 0, t ∈ [a0, an]. The points of set S are called nodes.
Remark 2. Although a GT-Bernstein basis {βai(t)} depends on the selection
of l0, l1, the generalized toric-Be´zier curve (GT-Be´zier curve) defined by it
depends only on the set S and independent of the selection of l0, l1 [26, 27].
In the rest of the paper, we assume that l0 = l1 = l > 0.
For ai ∈ S, the rational GT-Bernstein basis function is defined as:
Tai(t) =
ωaiβai(t)∑n
i=0 ωaiβai(t)
, t ∈ [a0, an], (2.1)
where ωai > 0 is weight. Obviously, rational GT-Bernstein basis has the
properties of non-negative and partition of the unit.
2.2. Totally positive matrix and totally positive basis
Let matrix X = [xij ] be a real matrix, where
X
(
i1 i2 · · · ik
j1 j2 · · · jk
)
denote the minor matrix of matrix X of order k composed of the i1, i2, · · · , ik
(1 6 i1 < i2 < · · · < ik) rows and the j1, j2, · · · , jk (1 6 j1 < j2 < · · · < jk)
columns in X . Particularly, when ik = jk = k, X(i, j) is the ordinal principal
minor of X .
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Definition 3 ([13]). An n × m-order real matrix X is called a TP matrix
if and only if all of its minors are non-negative, while X is called a strictly
totally positive (STP) matrix if and only if all of its minors are positive.
TP matrix has a lot of properties, and many operators can maintain TP
property. There are also some methods to construct new TP matrix with TP
matrices we have already known. According to the definition of TP matrix
and Cauchy-Binet formula, we have:
Property 1 ([13]). Multiply any row (column) of a TP (STP) matrix by a
positive scalar, it’s still a TP (STP) matrix.
Checking the TP property of a matrix by Definition 3 is very complicated
because the minors of arbitrary order k needed to be calculated. In fact, the
TP property of a matrix is only depended on the TP property of its minors
consisting of the consecutive rows and columns in it.
Theorem 1 ([13]). Let X be an n × m-order matrix. Then X is a TP
(STP) matrix if all its minors of order k consisting of the consecutive rows
and columns in it are TP (STP) matrices, where k = 1, 2, · · · ,min{n,m}.
Using the concept of TP matrix, the NTP basis is defined as follow.
Definition 4 ([16]). The basis {B0(t), B1(t), · · ·Bn(t)} defined on parameter
domain Ξ ⊆ R is called NTP basis if and only if:
(i) The basis is non-negative;
(ii) The basis is the partition of the unit;
(iii) The collocation matrix of the basis under an arbitrary set of strictly
monotonically increasing real numbers t0 < t1 < · · · < tn of Ξ is a TP
matrix, that is
M(B0,··· ,Bnt0,··· ,tn ) = (Bj(ti))
i=0,1,··· ,n
j=0,1,··· ,n
is a TP matrix.
3. The total positivity of rational generalized toric-Bernstein basis
If the points of S are integers, then the GT-Bernstein basis is NTP from
the NTP property of classical Bernstein basis, which can be applied to prove
the PIA property of Be´zier curves. In this section, we will show that rational
GT-Bernstein basis defined on arbitrary real points in Definition 2 is NTP
basis too, which can be applied for geometric modeling.
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Theorem 2. The TP property of the collocation matrix
B = [βaj (ti)]
i=0,1,···n
j=0,1,···n
of GT-Bernstein basis {βai(t)|i = 0, 1, · · · , n} on an increasing sequence a0 <
t0 < t1 < · · · < tn < an is equivalent to the TP property of matrix
A =


xlk00 x
lk1
0 · · · x
lkn
0
xlk01 x
lk1
1 · · · x
lkn
1
...
...
. . .
...
xlk0n x
lk1
n · · · x
lkn
n

 ,
where l0 = l1 = l > 0, ki = ai − a0, i = 0, 1, · · · , n.
Proof. Let the collocation matrix be B = [B0, B1, · · · , Bn](n+1)×(n+1), where
Bj =


caj l0(t0 − a0)
l0(aj−a0)l1(an − t0)
l1(an−aj)
caj l0(t1 − a0)
l0(aj−a0)l1(an − t1)
l1(an−aj)
...
caj l0(tn − a0)
l0(aj−a0)l1(an − tn)
l1(an−aj)


(n+1)×1
for j = 0, 1, · · · , n.
The (i+ 1, j + 1)− th element βaj (ti) in matrix B can be expressed as :
βaj (ti) = cai l0(ti − a0)
l0(aj−a0)l1(an − ti)
l1(an−aj)
= cai l0l1(an − ti)
l1(an−a0)(an − ti)
−l1(aj−a0)(ti − a0)
l0(aj−a0).
For l0 = l1 = l > 0, we have
βaj (ti) = cai l
2(an − ti)
l(an−a0)
(
ti − a0
an − ti
)l(aj−a0)
.
Let xi =
ti−a0
an−ti
, ki = ai − a0, i = 0, 1, · · · , n, then we have
A =


xlk00 x
lk1
0 · · · x
lkn
0
xlk01 x
lk1
1 · · · x
lkn
1
...
...
. . .
...
xlk0n x
lk1
n · · · x
lkn
n

 .
It can be known from the Property 1 that the TP property of the matrix
B is equivalent to that of the matrix A.
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Corollary 1. The TP property of the collocation matrix
C = [Taj (ti)]
i=0,1,···n
j=0,1,···n
of rational GT-Bernstein basis {Tai(t)|i = 0, 1, · · · , n} on an increasing se-
quence a0 < t0 < t1 < · · · < tn < an is equivalent to the TP property of
matrix A.
Proof. Let bi =
∑n
j=0 ωajβaj (ti) > 0, i = 0, 1, · · · , n. The collocation matrix
of rational GT-Bernstein basis is C = [C0, C1, · · · , Cn](n+1)×(n+1), where
Cj =


ωaj caj l0(t0−a0)
l0(aj−a0)l1(an−t0)
l1(an−aj)
b0
ωaj caj l0(t1−a0)
l0(aj−a0)l1(an−t1)
l1(an−aj)
b1
...
ωaj caj l0(tn−a0)
l0(aj−a0)l1(an−tn)
l1(an−aj)
bn


(n+1)×1
for j = 0, 1, · · · , n.
Extracted the common factor, the TP property of matrix C is equivalent
to that of matrix B. And then according to Theorem 2, the TP property of
matrix C is equivalent to that of matrix A.
Let n > 1, α := (α0, α1, · · · , αn), t := (t0, t1, · · · , tn)
T be real vectors, and
W (t;α) :=


tα00 s1t
α1
0 s2t
α2
0 · · · snt
αn
0
tα01 t
α1
1 s2t
α2
1 · · · snt
αn
1
tα02 t
α1
2 t
α2
2 · · · snt
αn
2
...
...
...
. . .
...
tα0n t
α1
n t
α2
n · · · t
αn
n


be an (n+1)× (n+1)-order real matrix, where si ∈ {−1, 1}, i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Lemma 1 ([30]). The generalized Vandermonde determinant
w(t;α) := w(t0, t1, · · · , tn;α0, α1, · · · , αn) := det(W (t;α))
is positive for
αn > αn−1 > · · · > α1 > α0, tn >sn tn−1 >sn−1 · · · >s2 t1 >s1 t0 > 0,
where
>si :=
{
> if si = −1
> if si = 1
.
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Theorem 3. The rational GT-Bernstein basis {Tai(t)} defined on the real
nodes S is a NTP basis.
Proof. It is obvious that rational GT-Bernstein basis is non-negative in the
domain Ξ = [a0, an], and has the property of partition of the unit. Then we
only need to prove the TP property of it.
(i) If a0 < t0 < t1 < · · · < tn < an, from Corollary 1, then we know that the
TP property of collocation matrix C is equivalent to the TP property
of matrix A. We just let s1 = s2 = · · · = sn = 1 in Lemma 1. Since
xi =
ti−a0
an−ti
, ki = ai− a0, i = 0, 1, · · · , n, it’s easy to know that xi and ki
satisfy the conditions in Lemma 1, which are 0 < x0 < x1 < · · · < xn,
and k0 < k1 < · · · < kn. So A = det(W (x; k)) > 0, and so does all its
minors. That means matrix C is equivalent to the matrix A as a TP
matrix.
(ii) If a0=t0 < t1 < · · · < tn < an, then the matrix C is equivalent to
A1 =


1 0 · · · 0
xlk01 x
lk1
1 · · · x
lkn
1
...
...
. . .
...
xlk0n x
lk1
n · · · x
lkn
n

 .
According to Lemma 1 and calculation rules of determinant, we have
det(A1) > 0, and so does all its minors.
(iii) If a0 < t0 < t1 < · · · < tn=an, then the matrix C is equivalent to
A2 =


xlk00 x
lk1
0 · · · x
lkn
0
xlk01 x
lk1
1 · · · x
lkn
1
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1

 .
According to Lemma 1 and calculation rules of determinant, we obtain
det(A2) > 0, and so does all its minors.
(iv) If a0=t0 < t1 < · · · < tn=an, then the matrix C is equivalent to
A3 =


1 0 · · · 0
xlk01 x
lk1
1 · · · x
lkn
1
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 1

 .
According to (ii) and (iii), then det(A3) > 0, and so does all its minors.
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From all of above, we know that every collocation matrix of rational GT-
Bernstein basis {Tai(t)|i = 0, 1, · · · , n} on arbitrary increasing sequence in Ξ
is a TP matrix. Thus, rational GT-Bernstein basis is a NTP basis.
4. Progressive Iterative Approximation Property of GT-Be´zier Curves
Let {B0(t),B1(t), · · · ,Bn(t)} be a set of blending basis defined on pa-
rameter domain Ξ, {P0,P0, · · · ,Pn} be a sequence of points. For each
point Pi, assign a parameter value ti ∈ Ξ, i = 0, 1, · · · , n, which satisfies
t0 < t1 < · · · < tn. Construct an initial curve
C0(t) =
n∑
i=0
P0iBi(t), t ∈ Ξ (4.1)
with given control points P0i = Pi. For k = 0, 1, · · · , we calculate the
(k + 1)− th adjustment vectors
∆ki = Pi − C
k
i (ti), i = 0, 1, · · · , n,
and then let
Pk+1i = P
k
i +∆
k
i , i = 0, 1, · · · , n.
Thus, we have the (k + 2)− th iterative curve
Ck+1(t) =
n∑
i=0
Pk+1i Bi(t), t ∈ Ξ.
Keep doing this iteration process, we can get {Ck(t)|k = 0, 1, · · · } as
sequence of curves. The initial curve (4.1) has the PIA property [16] if it
satisfies
lim
k→∞
Ck(ti) = P
0
i
for i = 0, 1, · · · , n.
In [16], Lin et al. proposed a simple method to identify the PIA property
of a curve by its blending basis.
Theorem 4. [16] The curve (4.1) has the progressive iterative approximation
property if its blending basis {Bi(t)} is normalized totally positive basis.
In [26], a kind of parametric curve is constructed by rational GT-Bernstein
basis (2.1).
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Definition 5. [26] The curve
P(t) =
n∑
i=0
Pai
ωaiβai(t)∑n
i=0 ωaiβai(t)
=
n∑
i=0
PaiTai(t), t ∈ [a0, an] (4.2)
is called generalized toric-Be´zier curve (GT-Be´zier curve) of degree n, where
{Pa0,Pa1 , · · ·Pan} ⊂ R
3 are control points corresponding to nodes S =
{a0, a1, · · · , an}.
From [26], we know that GT-Be´zier curve preserves some properties with
Be´zier curve, such as endpoint interpolation, geometric invariance, affine
invariance and so on. According to Theorem 3, rational GT-Bernstein basis
(2.1) is NTP basis, and this leads to the PIA property of the GT-Be´zier curve
by Theorem 4.
Corollary 2. GT-Be´zier curve (4.2) has progressive iterative approximation
property.
Next, we will illustrate two examples to show the PIA property of GT-
Be´zier curve.
Example 1. We sample five points {P0,P1, · · · ,P4} from the circle (x(t), y(t)) =
(cos(t), sin(t)) as
Pi = (x(ξi), y(ξi)), ξi = i×
pi
4
, i = 0, 1, 2, 4, ξ3 = pi ×
pi
4
.
We set
ti = i×
pi
4
, i = 0, 1, 2, 4, t3 = pi ×
pi
4
.
As shown in Figure 1(a), the GT-Be´zier curve (red solid), Be´zier curve (blue
dash) and rational Be´zier curve (green dot) are selected as initial curves. For
GT-Be´zier curve, we set S = {ai = ti|i = 0, 1, · · ·4}, {cai |i = 0, 1, · · ·4} =
{1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.9, 1} and l = 4.5. The GT-Be´zier curve and rational Be´zier
curve are assigned with the same weights {0.5, 2.51, 5.5, 2.51, 0.22}. Figure
1(b)-1(d) show the effects of these three curves with different iterations and
the Table 1 show the iteration errors.
Example 2. We sample 31 points {Pi = (x(ξi), y(ξi), z(ξi))|i = 0, 1, · · · , 30}
from the parametric curve
(x(t), y(t), z(t)) =
(
cos(pit), sin(pit),
t
6
)
, t ∈ [0, 2pi],
10
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0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
(a) Initial curves
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
(b) 5 iterations
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
(c) 10 iterations
-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
-0.2
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
(d) 20 iterations
Figure 1: PIA effects of three curves with different iterations
Iterations 1 5 10 20
GT-Be´zier curve 2.317e− 01 2.236e− 02 9.7e− 03 1.8e− 03
Be´zier curve 2.927e− 01 2.228e− 02 1.08e− 02 3.6e− 03
Rational Be´zier curve 4.134e− 01 9.84e− 02 4.16e− 02 9.4e− 03
Table 1: Errors of three curves with different iterations
where
ξi = i×
2pi
30
, i = 0, 1, · · · , 30 i 6= 3, ξ3 = pi ×
2pi
30
.
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We choose
ti = i×
2pi
30
, i = 0, 1, · · · , 30, i 6= 3, t3 = pi ×
2pi
30
and select GT-Be´zier curve(red solid) and Be´zier curve(blue dot) as initial
curves (see Figure 2(a)). For GT-Be´zier curve, we set S = {ai = ti|i =
0, 1, · · · , 30}, {ωai =
(
31
i
)
|i = 0, 1, · · · , 30}, {cai =
1
302
|i = 0, 1, · · · , 30}, and
l = 31.1. The effects of these two curves with different iterations are shown
in Figure 2(b)-2(d) and the iteration errors are shown in Table 2.
0
0.2
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0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
0
2
-1.5
-1
-0.500.511.5
(a) Initial curves
0
0.2
-2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
0
2
-1.5
-1
-0.500.511.5
(b) 10 iterations
0
0.2
-2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
0
2 -1.5
-1
-0.500.511.5
(c) 20 iterations
0
0.2
-2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
0
2
-1.5
-1
-0.500.511.5
(d) 30 iterations
Figure 2: PIA effects of two curves with different iterations
5. Conclusions
Based on the result of the generalized Vandermonde determinant defined
on the set of real points, we prove that the collocation matrix of rational GT-
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Iterations 1 10 20 30
GT-Be´zier curve 8.390e− 01 8.92e− 02 1.90e− 02 8.7e− 03
Be´zier curve 8.086e− 01 1.245e− 01 3.86e− 02 1.84e− 02
Table 2: Errors of two curves with different iterations
Bernstein basis is a TP matrix, and then the rational GT-Bernstein basis is
NTP basis defined on the finitely real points
S = {a0, · · · , an} ⊂ R.
This means that the GT-Be´zier curve defined has the PIA property.
In [27], they also construct the so called GT-Be´zier surface by two dimen-
sional GT-Bernstein basis. We conjecture that the rational toric-Bernstein
basis defined on two (or higher)-dimensional real points is also NTP basis,
and then GT-Be´zier surface also has the PIA property. To prove that is our
future work.
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